An exact derivation of the anomalous Ward-Takahashi identities on a finite lattice is given. It is shown in a
The crucial property of degeneracy regularizations so far was to ensure the correct limit for fermion loops in perturbation theory.
A nonperturbative criterion is now that they must give the anomaly term correctly. In Section II, after defining the formulation, the anomalous Ward-Takahashi identities are derived. Section III is devoted to the investigation of the continuum limit.
II. ANOMALOUS WAKD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITIES
The finite lattice to be used here has JI/= 16 N1N2N3N4 sites in 4-dimensional Euclidean space. Periodicity for nX + nX + 2Nh in the numbering of the variables is imposed as "boundary condition". The action is s = V c 3,~ (p"-W + M)n,n qn + sG ,
where S G is the pure gauge field part, v = ala2a3a4 and Mn,n=m6n,n. @ = CA yhDh and W = CA WA are given by This will be shown in the following. In the strict mathematical sense it is to be assumed that either (3. may be considered instead of the matrix element in (3.6).
Inserting (3.4) into (3.7) one gets sixteen terms; for example, -C zi$(mArl+mAl+mA)+ @j(ml+m2+m3+m4 )) 9 X">A' >A which shows that one gets the same limit as before.
